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Abstract: When sparse dot-matrix image of halftone dots (printing-quantum-dots image) is used to realize
information recording, information hiding, and information anti-counterfeiting, there is a problem of high bit
error rate caused by the stain of printed information and the misjudgment of read information. In this paper, a
reliable encoding and decoding algorithm of sparse lattice information based on printing-quantum-dots image is
proposed. The encoding algorithm use a combination of information encryption, Low-Density-Parity-Check
(LDPC) encoding, interleaved encoding and frame synchronization encoding, generating the printing-quantumdots image. The decoding algorithm is the inverse process of the encoding algorithm, and can partially intercept
the printing-quantum-dots image for reading. From the experimental results, it can be concluded that the
combined coding scheme has better error-correcting ability and imperceptibility, the SSIM of before and after
embedding reaches above 0.99, and the PSNR reaches above 54dB. Moreover, it can extract the printingquantum-dots from the cover image, and read the hidden information. Besides, compared to BCH code, and
convolutional code, it has high coding efficiency, prominent coding efficiency, as well as faster decoding speed.
Keywords:Dot-matrix image, Halftone dots, Information anti-counterfeiting, Information hiding, Reliable
encoding and decoding

1. INTRODUCTION
Printing-quantum-dots refers to a non-separable printing imaging unit, usually a single halftone dot [1,2],
used to record information in the field of printing information security. In recent years, the technology of
information recording and hiding by using the sparse dot matrix characteristics of halftone dots is a new
information anti-counterfeiting and encryption technology, which has become a research hotspot and application
issue. However, the size of dot-matrix image unit is usually less than 40-60μm, there is usually bit error in
recording and transmitting information through it, so it encounters a bottleneck in application and promotion.
Channel coding can be used to detect and correct the noise in the transmission channel, help the information
resist interference and improve the robustness of the system. Therefore, it is a good direction to apply channel
coding technology to information anti-counterfeiting.
In recent years, the application of reliable coding technology to information hiding has been highly
valued in the field of information anti-counterfeiting at home and abroad, and is generally regarded as a
significant development direction. The research results mainly include the following aspects:
(1) Channel coding is used for reversible data hiding (RDH) to improve data embedding capacity and
efficiency. Kim et al. [3] proposed a large capacity separable reversible data hiding in the encrypted image
(SRDHEI) based on Hamming code, which can achieve high embedding efficiency under the condition of low
distortion. A high-capacity partially reversible data hiding method based on Hamming code (PRDH) is proposed
in reference [4], the embedding rate is 10.5 times that of PRDH in reference [5] and [6], and 3.5 times that of
PRDH in reference [6]. Sun et al. [7] used Hamming code to design a reversible data hiding (RDH) method
based on matrix embedding, which can achieve a high embedding capacity with low distortion. According to the
minimum mean square error criterion between Hamming code and the bits of the original image, Wu et al. [8]
proposed a general method of partially reversible data hiding (PRDH), which has good embedding capacity and
visual performance. Kapse et al. [9] reviewed the methods of reversible data hiding in the encrypted image
(RDHEI), one of which is to apply BCH code to improve the efficiency of data embedding.
(2) Channel coding is used to improve the robustness of data hiding. Liu et al. [10] used BCH code to
encode embedded data to improve the robustness and visual quality of data hiding. Usman et al. [11] applied
spread spectrum and BCH code to enhance the robustness of the watermark. Mstafa et al. [12] proposed a novel
video steganography method in DCT domain based on Hamming and BCH code, which uses channel coding to
encode secret message and improve robustness.
(3) The combination of channel coding and encryption algorithm improves the security of information
hiding and the robustness of the algorithm. Reference [13] combined chaotic encryption technology and BCH
code to improve the security and robustness of the algorithm. Reference [14] used chaotic sequence and LDPC
code to encrypt the watermark, which improves the stability and security of the watermark system. In reference
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[15], the cryptographic SHA-256 hash and BCH code are applied to the reversible watermark in encrypted
images, and the secret data and cover image can still be recovered in the presence of noise attack. Reference
[16] used (15,11) Hamming code and error diffusion to embed information in 4×4pixel blocks, which has a high
data embedding ability.
LDPC code is a powerful block error-correcting code, which can reach the theoretical capacity limit and
has error-correcting ability [17,18,19]. Because of its excellent performance, this paper proposes an information
hiding algorithm based on LDPC code. The algorithm uses information encryption, LDPC coding, interlacing
coding and frame synchronization coding to encode the hidden information reliably, and then obtains the
printing-quantum-dots image by information modulation. The existence of frame synchronization information
makes it possible to partially intercept the printing-quantum-dots image and completely read the plaintext. The
experimental results show that the algorithm has achieved good results in information hiding and information
anti-counterfeiting.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Second 2 introduces necessary background of the proposed
algorithm, including the encoding and decoding of LDPC code, and channel noise model. Section 3 describes
the proposed scheme in detail, including information hiding and information reading of printing-quantum-dots.
The experimental results are presented in Section4, while includes the generation and reading results of the
printing-quantum-dot image, the error detection and correction ability, imperceptibility, and the test of hiding
printing-quantum-dots in the blue channel of the cover, and compares the algorithm with other algorithms.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. RELATED WORKS
2.1LDPC code
LDPC code was first proposed by Gallager [17]. It is a linear block code with a low-density check
matrix. The sparsity of check matrix is used to solve the decoding problem of long code and realize the
decoding of linear complexity. The characteristic of LDPC code is sparse, the specific performance is that the
number of ―0‖ in the check matrix H is far more than the number of ―1‖ [20,21]. LDPC code can generally be
expressed as (N, K, j, k), then the size of the H matrix is (N-K)×N, and the code rate is R=K/N. The specific
definition is that N is the code length, K is the information bit, j is the column weight, and k is the row weight. In
the H matrix, row weight refers to the number of ―1‖ in each row, and column weight refers to the number of
―1‖ in each column. According to the size relationship between j and k, LDPC code can be classified two types.
If they are equal, it is called regular LDPC code; if they are not equal, it is called irregular LDPC code [22]. To
achieve sparseness, the H matrix needs to meet the following conditions:
j  3, k  j ,( N  K )  k  N  j
(1)
j  N  K,k  N
2.1.1 Encoding
The parity check matrix H of LDPC code can be represented by the Tanner bipartite graph, which
contains two types of node: information node and check node. In the matrix H, information node corresponds to
each column element, check code corresponds to each row element. In Tanner graph, the rows (check nodes) are
represented by squares, the columns (information nodes) by circles, and the ―1‖ by arcs [14, 23]. For example,
the check matrix H and Tanner bipartite graph of (10, 5, 2, 4) LDPC codes are shown in Figure 1.
Parity Check Matrix

Bipartite Graph

Figure 1. The parity check matrix H and Tanner bipartite graph of (10, 5, 2, 4) LDPC codes
The Gaussian Monitor [24] can be used to operate the H during the coding process, which is shown as
follows:
H =I | P
(2)
According to the orthogonal relation between the check matrix H and the generation matrix G, the
generation matrix G can be obtained as follows:
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G =   P T | I 

(3)

Assume that the code group is C, and the encoding process uses modulo-2 addition or XOR operation.
When the C satisfies the linear equations HCT =0T, the encoding result of LDPC is shown as follows:
(4)
l = C G
2.1.2 Decoding
The decoding process of LDPC codes adopts an iterative probability decoding algorithm, among which
the more commonly used one is the Belief Propagation (BP) decoding algorithm [25]. In this paper, the
decoding algorithm used is the BP decoding algorithm based on soft decision. The soft decision decoding takes
the check matrix H as the original model. Measurement is performed based on the Tanner bipartite graph and
the obtained information, and iterates between them repeatedly. After judgment, if the equation HCT =0T is
satisfied, it will be output, otherwise it will continue to iterate and judge until the maximum number of iterations
is reached [26]. The specific algorithm step block diagram is shown in Figure 2.
Iteration
Encoding
information

BPSK modulated
AWGN channel

Initialization

Update the measure
value of the check
nodes
Update the measure
value of the bit
nodes

Decoding
judgment

Decoding
information

Figure 2. The process of the BP decoding algorithm
2.2 Printing-scanning Channel Model
The information features of printing-quantum-dots mainly refer to the spatial lattice distribution of dots.
These features are controlled by pseudo-random to record non-visual information on the basis of satisfying the
image display effect, and realize information hiding, anti-counterfeiting, and value-added services. In the
process of transmission and printing, the printing-quantum-dots image will be affected by noise, such as the
position deviation and shape distortion or even missing of the ink dot, and the stain of flying ink in the printing.
Figure 3 shows the established printing-scanning channel model.
The binary graphic data g i ( x, y ) of halftone screening passes through the equivalent printing channel

hp' ( x, y ) , then superimposes the noise information n p ( x, y ) such as flying ink and ink leakage in the printing
'

process, and obtain the printing image g m ( x, y ) . Where hp ( x, y ) is formed by introducing non-linear distortion
and multiplicative noise knp ( x, y ) into the ideal printing channel hp ( x, y ) , that is, hp ( x, y )=hp ( x, y )  knp ( x, y ) ;
'

During scanning, g m ( x, y ) passes through the equivalent scanning channel hs' ( x, y ) , then superimposes the noise
information ns ( x, y ) such as geometric distortion and illumination distortion, and obtain the scanning image

g 0 ( x, y ) . Where hs' ( x, y ) is formed by introducing additive noise kns ( x, y ) into the ideal scanning channel
'
hs ( x, y ) , that is, hs ( x, y )=hs ( x, y )  kns ( x, y ) .
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Figure 3. The printing-scanning channel noise model
The printing-scanning systems are cascaded together to realize the whole process of image sending and
receiving, and its equivalent mathematical model is Equation (5).

g 0' ( x, y )  [ gi ( x, y ) * hp' ( x, y )  n p ( x, y )]* hs' ( x, y )  ns ( x, y )
 gi ( x, y ) * hp' ( x, y ) * hs' ( x, y )  n p ( x, y ) * hs' ( x, y )  ns ( x, y )
 kn ( x, y ) *[ gi ( x, y ) * hps ( x, y )]  n p ( x, y ) *[ k ns ( x, y ) *

(5)

hs ( x, y )]  ns ( x, y )
Where hps ( x, y )  hp ( x, y )  hs ( x, y ) represents the cascade system of printing-scanning, and

kn ( x, y )  knp ( x, y )  kns ( x, y ) is the geometric and multiplicative distortion caused by the two processes of
printing and scanning.
The distortion and noise pollution in the printing-scanning system are sometimes serious, which usually
leads to the pollution of printing-quantum-dots information. Therefore, in order to realize halftone information
hiding and its reliable extraction and recognition, it is necessary to study reliability codec technology.

3. PROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, we elaborate on our encoding and decoding scheme for printing-quantum-dots based on
LDPC codes. The block diagram of our method is illustrated in Figure 4.
3.1 Information hiding
In this subsection, we describe the information hiding process. To ensure the security of plaintext
information and improve the ability of error detection and correction, the following operations need to be carried
out:
(1) Information preprocessing
The plaintext of different formats is normalized and converted into a hexadecimal sequence M for the
convenience of subsequent operations.
(2) Information encryption
Information encryption is the process of converting plaintext into ciphertext under the control of key and
algorithm. The password system is shown in Figure 5. The plaintext M is encrypted by the encryption algorithm
E, in which the encryption key is ke, and the ciphertext information C can be obtained
C =Eke ( M )
(6)
For example, one may use any encryption algorithm such as DES [27], where the encryption key ke is the
same as the decryption key kd.
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Figure 4. Framework of the proposed scheme
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Figure 5. The password system
(3) LDPC combined coding
The ciphertext sequence C is converted into a two-dimensional matrix, and then append the monitor code
to each line and each column, so that the number of ―1‖ in each line and each column together with the monitor
symbol to be odd (odd check) or even (even check) [28]. Assuming that the length of each row or column
symbol together with the monitor symbol is n, where the monitor symbol is a0, and the symbol information is
expressed as {an-1, an-2, ..., a1, a0}, it can be expressed as

a  an  2    a1  a0  0
Even parity  n 1
 a0  an 1  an  2    a1
a  an  2    a1  a0  1
Odd parity  n 1
a0  an 1  an  2    a1  1

(7)
(8)

The binary code-stream including check information is LDPC coded to obtain symbol information
l2n={b2n-1, b2n-2, …, b1, b0}, and the coding efficiency is 1/2. To interleave l2n[29], we calculate the exclusive-or
operations between l2n and pseudo-random bits r2n:
e2 n  l2 n  r2 n
(9)
Where e2n is the sequence after interleaving coding. Then Barker code [30] is added at the end of e2n as
frame synchronization information, which is used to record the position of complete information. The coded
one-dimensional data is transformed by serial-parallel conversion to obtain a two-dimensional data matrix, that
is, the original image of printing-quantum-dots Cm×n.
(4) Copying and splicing
To be able to match the size of the cover image, and also to ensure that the printing-quantum-dots image
can be partially intercepted for decoding and reading, it is necessary to periodically copy and splice the original
image of the printing-quantum-dots to obtain a full spread image P.
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(5) Pseudo-random block scrambling
Pseudo-random Arnold transform [31] is applied to block Cm×n at different positions in image P to obtain
scrambled image P ' .The pseudo-random scrambling process can be expressed as

xd'  ( xd  a  yd ) mod( N )

(10)
 '
 yd  [b  xd  (a  b  1) yd ]mod( N )
Where xd and yd are pixel positions before scrambling, xd' and y d' are pixel positions after scrambling, a
and b are constants, d is iteration times, and N is the diameter of the image Cm×n.
(6) Information modulation
The middle pixel of the k×k grid is used to represent each pixel in the image P ' . If the pixel value of the
point in the image P ' is 1, the middle pixel of the grid is set to 0, otherwise it is set to 1. The mapping
relationship is as in formula (11). In this way, the image P ' is modulated into a printing-quantum-dots image O
with sparse characteristics and large information recording capacity.
f
(11)
( x, y ) 
( x ' , y ' )
Where (x, y) is the pixel position of the image P ' , ( x ' , y ' ) is the pixel position of the image O, and f is
the mapping relationship.
3.2 Information Reading
In this subsection, we describe the information reading process which uses block reading. The printingquantum-dots image is partially intercepted for decoding and reading. If the intercepted image contains multiple
pieces of complete information, it will directly jump out of the traversal process when reading one piece, which
greatly improves the information reading speed. The specific algorithm implementation includes the following
operations.
(1) Information demodulation
According to the mapping relationship f 1 , information demodulation is performed on each pixel

( x ' , y ' ) of the partially intercepted image O ' to obtain the pixel (x, y) of the demodulated image D.
f
( x ' , y ' ) 
( x, y )
-1

(12)

(2) Information descrambling
We preselect a matrix block of the same size as the image Cm×n, and traverse the image D according to
the size of the matrix block, then detect synchronization information. If synchronization information is detected,
it is descrambled according to formula (13) to obtain the image Cm×n; if synchronization information is no
detected, it is determined whether the number of descrambling times exceeds the limit: if it exceeds the limit,
move to the next bit and traverse again by block, otherwise directly modify the descrambling times, and then
perform synchronization information detection.
If the intercepted image of the printing-quantum-dots contains multiple complete information blocks,
when traversing the matrix blocks, once the size and synchronization information of the matrix blocks are
satisfied, we can directly descramble to obtain the original image of the printing-quantum-dots, and then jump
out of the traversal process.

 xd  [(ab  1) xd'  a  yd' ]mod( N )

'
'
 yd  (b  xd  yd ]mod( N )

(13)

(3) LDPC decoding
The image Cm×n is transformed into one-dimensional data by parallel-serial conversion, and remove the
synchronization information to obtain the data sequence e2n. We calculate the exclusive-or operations between
e2n and pseudo-random bits r2n:
l2 n  e2 n  r2 n
(14)
LDPC decoding of symbol sequence l2n: assuming that the initial probability-likelihood ratio message is
L( Pi ) , then the initial channel message is L(0) (qij )  L( Pi ) . In the v-th iteration, the message passed from
information node j to check node i is
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1

L( v ) (rji )  2 tanh 1   tanh  L( v 1) qi' j  
 i' R
2
 
 j /i

 

(15)

The message passed from the check node i to the information node j is
L( v ) (q ji )  L( Pi )   L( v ) (rj 'i )

(16)

Then the messages of all information nodes are
L( v ) (qi )  L( Pi )   L( v ) (rji )

(17)

j ' Ci / j

jCi

The rules of judgment are as follows
(v)
0 L (qi )  0
Ci  
(v)
1 L (qi )  0

(18)

If HCT=0 is true, the decoding ends[32], then remove the parity-check information to obtain the
ciphertext information.
(4) Information decryption and reading
As shown in Figure 5, information decryption is the process of converting ciphertext C into plaintext M,
the decryption key is kd, and the plaintext information is obtained as
M =Dkd (C )
(19)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of our scheme, experiments were conducted on three
lengths of strings: 20-character, 40-character and 60-character. The environment of our experiments was based
on a personal computer with a 3GHz Intel i5-8500 processor, 8GB memory, 64-bit Windows10 operating
system and Matlab R2013a. All of the following experiments use 60-character as an example. In the following
subsections, three aspects of experimental results are presented: (1) error detection and correction capability; (2)
imperceptibility; and (3) visual quality. Finally, we give the feature comparisons with related schemes. To view
the result image of each procedure intuitively, the stream sequence obtained by each processing is converted
into black-and-white image.
Figure 6a is the original dot-matrix image containing 60-character, Figure 6bis a pseudo-random
scrambling image,and Figure 6c shows the printing-quantum-dot image modulated from Figure 6b. Figure 7b is
an image demodulated from Figure 7a. Figure 7c is a descrambling image, which contains a complete
information block as shown in Figure 7d, it is the same as the original image obtained by encoding, so the
plaintext information can be read out after information decryption.

(a) Original dot-matrix
image

(b) Pseudo-random scrambling (c) Printing-quantum-dots
image
image

Figure 6. Information hiding of printing-quantum-dots
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(a) Partially intercepted printingquantum-dots image

(c) Descrambled image

(b) Demodulated image

(d) Decoded image

Figure 7. Information reading of printing-quantum-dots
4.1 Error detection and correction capability
The error detection and correction ability of the scheme is that the plaintext information can be read from
the printing-quantum-dots image with noise. Figure 8ab is a printing-quantum-dots image containing random
noise, and Figure 8cdef is a printing-quantum-dots image containing burst noise. The results of decoding and
reading under different bit error rates (BER) are shown in Table 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8. The printing-quantum-dots image with noise: (a)(b) containing random noise; (c)(d)(e)(f) containing
burst noise.
Table 1. Decoding accuracy under different bit error rates
Noise Type
BER
Information Reading
Random noise
Pe<0.3%
Reading
Burst noise
Pe<3.4%
Reading
4.2 Imperceptibility
The original image and watermark are encrypted using the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and the
singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm [33]. Experiments were conducted on three test images sized
512×512: Lena, Barbara, and Peppers. The watermark image is a printing-quantum-dots image, and the
embedding factor is 0.1. The cover image X, the watermarked cover image Y and the extracted watermark image
are shown in Figure 9. To quantitatively evaluate the imperceptibility of the image, the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and the structural similarity index (SSIM) are used. These two methods are widely used to
evaluate the quality of the image [34].
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(a) Lena

(b) Barbara

(c) Peppers

(d) Lena embedded in watermark

(e) Barbara embedded in watermark

(f) Peppers embedded in watermark

(g) Extracted watermark of Lena

(h) Extracted watermark of Barbara

(i) Extracted watermark of Peppers

Figure 9. Test results: (a) Lena; (b) Barbara; (c) Peppers; (d) Lena embedded watermark; (e) Barbara embedded
watermark; (f) Peppers embedded watermark; (g) Extract watermark of Lena; (h) Extract watermark of Barbara;
(i) Extract watermark of Peppers.
The PSNR between the image X and the image Y is defined as
 MAX X2 
PSNR  10  log10 
(20)
 (dB)
 MSE 
Where, MAX is the maximum pixel value of image X, and MSE is the mean square error between image X and
Y, which is defined as

MSE 

M N
1
2
 X (i, j )  Y (i, j )
M  N i 1 j 1

(21)

Where, X(i, j) and Y(i, j) represent the pixel value of image X and Y at position (i, j) respectively; M and N are
the width and height of the original cover image.
The SSIM between the image X and Y is defined as

SSIM ( X , Y ) 

 2 X Y  C1  2 XY  C2 



2
X

 Y2  C1  X2   Y2  C2 

(22)

Where,  X , Y ,  X2 ,  Y2 and  XY are the local mean, variance and covariance of image X and Y respectively, and
C1 and C2 are constants used to maintain stability.
From the perspective of human vision, there is no significant difference between image X and Y. Besides,
from the data in Table 2, it can be seen that the SSIM between image X and Y is close to 1, and the PSNR is all
greater than 40 dB, which indicates that the printing-quantum-dots image has well imperceptibility.
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Cover Image
Lena
Peppers
Barbara

Table 2. The assessment results of imperceptibility
Average Value of
Average Value of
PSNR (dB)
SSIM
PSNR (dB)
SSIM
43.6795
0.9985
45.5311
44.4547
0.9946 0.9973
44.1535
0.9988

4.3 Quality of the implanted image
Color cover image is a GRB image, which contains three channels: green (G) channel, red (R) channel
and blue (B) channel. To make the printing-quantum-dots image better hidden in the cover image, it is fully
embedded into the B-channel of cover image in the way of gray-gradient. The model is shown as

 Br ,c (i, j )  Pr ,c (i, j )   , Br ,c (i, j )  
Br ,c (i, j )  
 Pr ,c (i, j )    Br ,c (i, j ), Br ,c (i, j )  

(23)

Where i  1, 2, , r , j  1, 2, , c , r and c are the width and height of cover image; Pr ,c (i, j )  {0,1} ; the
value of Br ,c (i, j ) is 0 to 255; Pr ,c (i, j )+ Pr ,c (i, j )=1 ; Br ,c (i, j ) and Pr ,c (i, j ) represent the pixel value of the Bchannel of cover image and the printing-quantum-dots image at the position (i, j) respectively;  is constant.
Experiments were conducted on four kinds of trademark cover images: cover image 1, cover image 2,
cover image 3, and cover image 4. Firstly, the B-channel of cover image is extracted, and then the printingquantum-dots image P is implanted into it by adjusting the value of  . The specific process is shown in Figure
10. Figure 11 is color cover image containing printing-quantum-dots. We use formulas (11), (12) and (13) to
calculate the MSE, PSNR and SSIM between the cover image of printing-quantum-dots implanted in B-channel
and the original cover image, and give the feature comparisons with the cover image of printing-quantum-dots
implanted in R/G/B-channel, as shown in table 3. It can be seen from the table that the MSE, PSNR and SSIM
of the printing-quantum-dots implanted into the B-channel are higher, and the PSNR is above 54, the SSIM is
above 0.99, which indicates that the color cover image obtained by implanting printing-quantum-dots into the Bchannel is very similar to the original cover image and achieves a good hiding effect.
0/1
The printingBit-flipping
quantum-dots image
1/0

Original
image

The Bchannel image

+

The B-channel image
with the printingquantum-dots

Original image with the
printing-quantum-dots

Threshold

Figure 10. The process of implanting printing-quantum-dots into B-channel

CoverImage
Image 1
Image 2
Image 3
Image 4

Table 3. The MSE PSNR and SSIM of different implantation methods
Implanting R/G/B-Channel
Implanting B-Channel
MSE
PSNR
SSIM
MSE
PSNR
SSIM
32.88
17.79
0.140
0.36
56.78
0.994
16.96
23.54
0.422
0.46
54.84
0.995
31.36
18.20
0.621
0.41
55.72
0.997
44.08
15.24
0.431
0.49
54.19
0.995
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11. Cover image with printing-quantum-dots: (a) cover image 1; (b) cover image 2; (c) cover image 3;
(d) cover image 4
4.4 Experimental comparison
Table 4 shows the coding efficiency of the proposed scheme and related schemes. Table 5 gives
comparisons of decoding time. The combined coding scheme based on LDPC code proposed in this paper is
different from reference [35] (BCH code), and convolutional code, the decoding time is much shorter, and the
coding efficiency is also higher.
Table 4. Coding efficiency
Channel Encoding
Coding Efficiency
BCH code [35]
4/7
Convolution code
1/2
LDPC code (Ours)
1/2

Block Size
/pixel
138×138
147147
165165
174174
180180
195195
210210
240240

Table 5. The comparison of decoding time
Decoding Time of Different Decoding Algorithms /s
LDPCCode
BCH Code [35]
Convolutional Code
(Ours)
0.52
1.19
0.55
1.04
4.93
2.61
2.58
8.30
4.79
2.27
10.77
6.73
2.28
18.24
12.84
2.30
28.16
21.22
2.30
55.21
44.63
2.32

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a reliable encoding and decoding scheme for two-dimensional sparse lattice information
based on printing-quantum-dots image is proposed. As the printing-quantum-dots information is easy to be
corrupted, we adopt information encryption, interleaving coding, LDPC coding and frame synchronous coding
to improve the ability of error correction artificially. This can obtain a printing-quantum-dots image with large
information capacity, good hiding effect and difficult to copy, more importantly, the printing-quantum-dots
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image can be partially intercepted for decoding and reading. Experimental results show that the scheme has high
anti-replication, good information hiding effect, high error detection and correction ability, large data recording
capacity and strong imperceptibility.
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